open.
4. Place another Fabric 3 square on the right corner of the rectangles as shown in Fig. 2. Sew
along the line, trim the corner and press open as shown in Fig. 3. Set aside 4 of the Fabric
7 Fig. 3 units and the 2 Fabric 2 Fig. 3 units for the Tree Blocks.
5. Attach a Fabric 7 Fig. 3 unit to the top and bottom of the 6½" square star blocks and 5 6½" Fabric 3 squares. Set aside.
6. Next draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of 18 - 3⅞ Fabric 2 squares. With right sides
together, place the Fabric 2 squares on 16 - 3⅞" Fabric 7 squares and 2 - 3⅞" Fabric 3
squares. Using the drawn line as a guide, sew a scant ¼" seam on either side of the line as
shown in Fig. 4. A scant ¼" is slightly smaller than a full ¼". Cut the squares open along
the drawn line and press. The new triangle squares should measure 3½" square. Trim if
necessary. Set aside the Fabric 2/3 triangles squares for the Tree Blocks.
7. Using the diagram of the Double and Single Star Blocks as guides, attach a Fabric 2/7
triangle square to either end of the remaining Fig. 3 units and attach to the sides of the
Double and Single Star Blocks. The blocks should measure 12½" square.
8. Using the Layout Diagram on page 23 as a guide, layout the Single and Double Star blocks
on the floor or on a design wall to form Rows 1 and 2. Join the blocks together in rows
and then join the rows together. Set aside.

Tree Blocks

From Fabric 1:
Tree Block
Cut 2 - 1½" x WOF strips
Sub-cut 2 - 1½" x 24½" rectangles
A
From Fabric 3:
B
Cut 6 - 4½" x WOF strips
C
Sub-cut 16 - 4½" squares
D
		
4 - 4½" x 11½" rectangles
E
		
4 - 4½ x 8½" rectangles
		
4 - 4½" x 7½" rectangles
F
		
4 - 4½" x 6½" rectangles
		
4 - 4½" x 5½" rectangles
Fig. 5
From Fabric 4:
Cut 1 - 2½" x WOF strip
Sub-cut 2 - 2½" x 4½" rectangles
From Fabric 8:
Fig. 6
Cut 3 - 4½" x WOF strips
Sub-cut 2 - 4½" x 14½" rectangles
2 - 4½" x 12½" rectangles
Fig. 7
		
2 - 4½" x 10½" rectangles
		
2 - 4½" x 8½" rectangles
1. To make the 2 Tree Block A’s, join the triangle squares and rectangle units left over from
the Star Blocks into 2 sets to form Row A as shown above. The Rows should measure 3½" x
24½".
2. Next, draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of 16 - 4½" Fabric 3 squares.
3. Beginning with the center of Row B, place a Fabric 3 square with right sides together on the
right corner of 2 - 4½" x 8½" Fabric 8 rectangles as shown in Fig. 5. Sew along the diagonal
line. Trim the corners to within ¼" of the stitching. Press the trimmed square back along the
seam line. Repeat with the left hand corners of the Fabric 8 rectangles as shown in Fig. 6
and 7.
4. Attach a 4½" x 8½" Fabric 3 rectangle to either side of Row B. Attach Row B to the bottom
of Row A.
5. Repeat the corner method described in paragraphs 3 for Row C except use 2 - 4½" x 10½"
revised
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⅞ yd black Bella Solid for border, binding & appliqué (Moda 9900-99)
¼ yd grey plaid for blocks (Moda 19835-11)
1¾ yds wood grain on white for blocks (Moda 19837-11)
¼ yd wood grain on black for blocks & appliqué (Moda 19837-13)
⅜ yd red plaid for appliqué (Moda 19835-16)
⅝ yd red & black check for border & appliqué (Moda 19836-16)
1 yd white snowflake for blocks & appliqué (Moda 19834-11)
½ yd holly on green for blocks (Moda 19833-16)
½ yd grey snowflake for blocks & appliqué (Moda 19834-13)
Fat ⅛th green & white plaid for appliqué (Moda 19835-13)
3¼ yds Backing Fabric
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